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ABSTRACT
Allowing students to re-attempt assessments has been shown to be effective in traditional university-level courses in improving student mastery of course content. In this paper, we analyse an intensive programming introductory experience, where first semester university students’ full load is a single semester-long course that teaches the basics of programming and software engineering. We study its use of mastery-based grading: offering five (formative) low-stakes quizzes (with retakes), each focused on a single topic, and five (summative) higher-stakes exams that assess all learning objectives. Our research questions are: (i) "Do second chances help students to increase their performance over time in intensive courses?"; and (ii) "Are second chances effective in reducing stress/mental load/weight of assessments in intensive courses?". We find that (i) offering second chances on quizzes decreases the number of students at risk of failing before the first exam; (ii) students’ proficiency in coding tasks (as measured by exam grades) improve during the semester; and (iii) that our schedule reduces anxiety and mental load for students, but only after students take the first chance.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction; E-learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mastery/proficiency-oriented grading approaches have attracted a lot of recent attention, in computing and beyond (e.g., [8, 13, 14, 17, 19–21]). These grading approaches typically provide students with multiple attempts to demonstrate proficiency on material, to motivate remediation and in recognition of learning later concepts may be difficult without first mastering early ones. Introductory programming (CS 1) courses seem to be ideal candidates for mastery-oriented grading, because they often have a diversity of incoming student experience [1] coupled with high dependence among the concepts [16].

In this paper, we explore providing multiple attempts in a somewhat unique context, a university’s program that has its incoming cohort of students take a single, full-load course during their first semester, which serves as both an introduction to programming and software engineering. Because of the larger number of contact hours, the pace of this course exceeds traditional programming introductions, covering and assessing a typical CS 1 curriculum in the first 7 weeks of the semester. While part of a four-year university, this course has similarities to the experience of coding bootcamps [22] and "block-based" colleges (e.g., [3]) that teach a single subject at a time, in that all of students coursework is focused on a single subject at a time. Conventionally, remediation for the additional assessment attempts is expected largely to occur outside of regular class time. As such, it wasn’t obvious that these faster pace courses could see similar benefits from providing additional attempts. Furthermore, the additional testing in an already compressed schedule could be fatiguing and stressful for students.

The introduction of additional attempts was part of a revision motivated by student performance in a previous offering of the course. Analysis of assessment data from that previous semester indicated that students who didn’t perform well on the quizzes offered during the Python language introduction ended up dropping the course. In particular, out of the 8 students who had quiz average less than 5 (out of 10), only 2 passed the course.

Three changes were made to the course: (1) students were offered re-take opportunities for these quizzes early the following week, (2) these quizzes and the later summative exams were extended to include short answer questions about Python syntax and semantics in addition to the problem solving programming questions, and (3) additional time was provided for students to review for the summative exams before the software engineering projects were introduced.
This paper attempts to assess the success of these changes. In particular, we explore the following research questions:

**RQ1** Do second chances help students to increase their performance over time in intensive courses?

**RQ2** Are second chances effective in reducing stress/mental load/weight of assessments in intensive courses?

We perform a mixed-methods study to investigate these questions. In Sections 2 and 3, we discuss related work and provide a description of the course under study, including the structure of the exams. In Section 4, we discuss our methods, which consist of the collection of assessment scores and qualitative analysis of student interviews. In Section 5, we present results, including that the offered second chances are effective at ensuring the whole cohort passed the course and that the additional exams were not viewed as a burden by students, but rather that they appreciated the opportunity to practice and many students took them, even when they didn’t need to for grades.

## 2 RELATED WORK

Traditionally, in mastery-oriented instruction, students only progress to the next topic after mastering the current one [2, 12], which can be challenging for cohort-oriented courses with a fixed duration. This paper is inspired by a mastery-oriented technique called “second-chance testing”. Second-chance testing [9] (SCT) where summative assessments are offered exactly twice, which fits in the confines of a conventional cohort-oriented synchronous class.

To our knowledge, second-chance testing has only been studied in settings where students are taking multiple courses in parallel. These studies universally report increases in student grades and generally observe a reduction in failure rates from the addition of second-chance testing [7, 9, 11, 15]. Students like second-chance testing [4, 7]. Students typically study similarly for first-chance exams as if they were “one-shot” exams [4, 10] and study for second-chance exams by remediating material missed on the first-chance exam [4]. If the grading policy doesn’t incorporate the first-chance exam score into the final grade, then some students will procrastinate and not adequately prepare for the first-chance exam [5]. The existence of second-chance exams reduces students’ self-reported test anxiety, even for students that never elect to take second-chance exams [6].

This paper seeks to explore if second-chance testing is equally effective in intensive courses, where students are spending 80% of their learning time in a single course.

## 3 BACKGROUND

This research was conducted at a small private 4-year university in Brazil as part of an intensive first-semester course that is mandatory for all Computer Science majors. Students admitted into the Computer Science program devote approximately 24 hours per week during the semester to this single course centered on introduction to programming and software development. This engagement includes six 2-hour in-person lecture sessions and five 1-hour office hours per week. Every cohort, typically consisting of around 40 students, is assigned a dedicated room exclusively for all their activities throughout the semester. Students are actively encouraged to make use of this space for the majority of their study hours. The semester is divided into three parts: (1) Introduction to Programming using Python, (2) Game development using Pygame, and (3) Web development using Django. Students must pass all three parts to pass the course. This study focuses on the first part of the course, which has a duration of 7 weeks.

The learning goals of the Introduction to Programming section are similar to most CS 1 courses, and it is structured in a partially self-paced format, giving students access to all course materials at the start of the semester. However, weekly quizzes are administered at the end of each week, aiming to motivate students to maintain their progress, prevent them from falling behind, and offer a chance to receive feedback regarding their understanding of course content. Therefore, during lecture time, students are expected to work on their own to complete handouts which include a mixture of reading, code tracing, multiple-choice questions, and coding exercises. Instructors mostly act as facilitators during class time, supporting student learning by answering questions and discussing problem solving strategies with small groups of students. In some occasions, instructors may give “traditional” mini-lectures and model problem solving techniques using live coding exercises. At the end of this first seven weeks, students are expected to be able to:

- identify common strategies for solving computational problems
- use conditionals, loops, lists, and dictionaries to represent a computational solution to a problem
- write Python programs to solve simple computational problems

### 3.1 Course assessment

We assess students’ achievements of the learning objectives through three distinct types of assessments: weekly quizzes, comprehensive exams, and a significant end-of-unit programming project. Each assessment type possesses specific characteristics, elaborated upon as follows:

The first five weeks of the course are focused on basic Python constructs and their applications in simple problems. Each week starts with the introduction of a new topic and ends with a corresponding quiz. The quizzes are focused on a single topic (e.g. lists or loops) and only assess the most basic competency levels. Students that are proficient in the learning objectives should expect to get close to 100% in all quizzes. The following topics are introduced in each week:

- **Q1** - mathematical expressions, variables and functions
- **Q2** - conditionals (if), I/O
- **Q3** - loops (while)
- **Q4** - lists and iteration (lists, for)
- **Q5** - associative arrays and iteration (dict)

Exams include more complex questions and measure a deeper understanding of course content. All five exams included questions testing all content, are proctored, are open notes, and have a similar level of difficulty. Students have the opportunity to take all five exams, but only the three highest scores are used to compute their final score. This averaging of the top three scores is used for three reasons: (1) to account for unintended difficulty variance between the exams, (2) to encourage long term retention of the material through distributed practice, and (3) to increase confidence in the
Figure 1: Overview of all CS 1 assessments in the semester. The blue part is exclusively dedicated to Introduction to Programming activities, while the grey part is dedicated to other Software Development activities.

measurement of student ability. Exam questions are graded both manually and automatically using unit tests. The manual grading focuses on code quality and semantic errors and is worth 20% of the total grade. All grading was done by the course instructors.

The weighted score for the CS 1 component is computed as follows:

\[ S_1 = 0.1QA + 0.55EA + 0.35P \]

where:

- QA - quiz average: the average of all quiz grades
- EA - exam average: the average of the three best exam scores
- P - Individual programming project.

The programming project involves students working individually to produce a fully developed program that covers the entirety of the course material.

A student passes the CS 1 component of the course—the first seven weeks—if \( S_1 \) is larger than or equal to 50% and \( EA \) is also larger than or equal to 50%.

The first two exams (\( E1 \) and \( E2 \)) are scheduled at the end of weeks 6 and 7, after all CS 1 topics have been introduced. These last two weeks are dedicated to reviewing and application of Python concepts to increasingly complex problems.

In order to provide additional learning time for students who have not yet achieved the expected proficiency in the CS 1 component of the course, exams \( E3, E4, \) and \( E5 \) are offered during the weeks dedicated to Introduction to Software Development (see Fig. 1). We expect the new concepts introduced after week 7 to be larger than or equal to 50% and \( EA \) is also larger than or equal to 50%.

The grade \( Q_i \) of each quiz was computed as shown below, where \( g1_i \) and \( g2_i \) are the scores on the first and second chance for quiz \( i \). This policy is known as Weighted Average with Insurance in [9, 10]. If students take only one of the quizzes, that one quiz determines their score.

\[ Q_i = \max(0.85 \max(g1_i, g2_i) + 0.15 \min(g1_i, g2_i), g1_i) \]

3.1 Adding short conceptual questions to quizzes and exams

Each quiz and exam consisted of two sections, each containing one type of question. Short answer questions focus only on Python mastery. Question types include code tracing and code fill-in-the-blank code completion questions based on comments and/or input/output pairs. These are created using question generators that add randomization in variable values, inputs, and possible answers. In Problem Solving questions, students must interpret a contextualized question statement and write code that passes a set of unit tests.

4 METHODS

This study took place during the Spring 2023 offering of the course; \( N = 39 \) students were included in the study. The research team was not directly involved in the running of the course but, instead, worked with the instructional team to propose modifications to the course schedule.

We used a mixed methods approach to answer our research questions. Quiz and exam scores were collected, and students were interviewed and the transcripts analyzed qualitatively. The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the institution’s Institutional Review Board.
4.1 Quantitative analysis
Anonymized quiz and exam scores were provided to the research team after the semester ended.

For each quiz and exam, we analyzed grades for both Short Answer and Problem Solving questions. Each quiz was out of 10 points. The two parts of the exam—Short Answer and Problem—were worth 10 points each.

4.2 Qualitative analysis
To gain insights into student perceptions regarding the proposed schedule, we solicited voluntary participation for interviews after the third exam. A total of ten students volunteered and were subsequently interviewed by a member of the research team. The interview protocol included questions about their study methods for quizzes and exams, their understanding of the grading process, their strategy (if any) concerning second chances, and the usefulness of the feedback received after each exam. The interviews were conducted in person and allotted a time span of 30 minutes. The interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and anonymized.

Grounded Theory [18] was used to analyze the interviews. The interview transcripts were analyzed by two members of the research team. During the open coding stage, the following protocol was followed: the two researchers independently coded two transcripts and then reconciled their code books and the coded transcripts. The remaining transcripts were then independently coded and reconciled two at a time. The final codes were then manually clustered independently to identify themes. The two researchers reconciled this clustering and the themes to mitigate potential interpretation bias.

5 RESULTS
We present our results in three parts: quizzes, exams, and student perceptions.

5.1 Second chances on Quizzes
As shown in Figure 3, second-chance quizzes increase students’ grades in all quizzes. Because the grading policy is designed with “insurance”, students’ grades cannot decrease from \( g_1 \) to \( Q \), but it can be seen that the improvement is substantial for most quizzes. The figure slightly exaggerates the benefit of the second chance in that students that skip the first-chance are treated as they received a 0 on the first-chance; this primarily occurs on the Quiz1, due to students joining the course late, and on Quiz5.

On average, about 65% of the students took the second-chance quizzes. This rate was pretty consistent, varying from 49% (Quiz1) to 77% (Quiz2). As previously reported [9, 10], students’ decisions to do a retake are influenced by their grades in the first-chance and the grading policy used, where students with high grades (rationally) are less likely to take the second chance.

To better understand the impact of second chances on different groups of students, we attempted to cluster the students based on their behavior across the five quizzes (both first and second chance). All of the students fell into one of the following three categories:

- **ALL** : they took all first chances and retakes (\( N = 12 \))
- **FIRST** : they took all first chances and at least one but not all retakes (\( N = 6 \))
- **SKIP** : they skipped the first chance at least once (\( N = 21 \))

In light of RQ1, this categorization shows that different students benefit from the second chance exams in different ways. The (ALL) appear to be the weakest students, as seen from their first-chance scores in Figures 4. In spite of their poor first-chance performance, they are able to compensate by having significant improvements to their overall grades due to improved scores on the second-chance quizzes, as shown in Figure 5. Their average grade improves to at least 70% in all quizzes, even when their first chance average was below 50%.

In contrast, **FIRST** students are strong performers, generally having high grades on first-chance quizzes. They had less to benefit from second chances and frequently didn’t take them (e.g., Quiz 3), but the retakes allowed the **FIRST** students to achieve close to a 100% average on the quizzes.

**SKIP** are similar to **FIRST** students, but slightly weaker. Their scores are a little harder to interpret because their first-chance...
scores include some zeroes for skipping the first chance. This occurs predominantly on Quiz 5, where 16 out of 21 students skipped the first chance. In all quizzes except Quiz 5, SKIP students were able to get close to a 100% average; their score on Quiz 5 was much lower, where skipping the first chance was correlated with lower performance. It is unclear, however, which direction the causality goes; did skipping the first chance hurt them or did they skip the first chance because they were struggling with the content. Nevertheless, offering quiz retakes appears to help students improve their scores in all of the topics.

The changes to the course, including the addition of second-chance quizzes reduced the number of “at-risk” students (quiz average below 50%). In the prior offering of the course, eight students were at risk, with all but two of them failing the course. In Spring 2023, only a single student was at risk, and they achieved a passing grade after taking all of the exams.

5.2 Second chances on Exams

Table 1 shows that exam grades for Short Answer questions are strong from the beginning (E1) and do not change significantly across exams. Scores for the Problem Solving questions start lower and trend upward, with decreasing standard deviations. We focus our analysis on the Problem Solving questions because that is where the additional exams seem to be useful.

To better understand how our grading system affects students’ decisions regarding second chance exams, we clustered the students into four categories based on their average score on Problem Solving questions from exams E1 through E3 (we denote this score as $s_{13}$) and their decision to take or not the following exams:

Dev (Developing): $s_{13} < 50\%$ - students who took E4 and/or E5 to achieve a passing grade ($N = 5$)

Acc (Accepting): $50\% \leq s_{13} < 80\%$ - students who took E4 and/or E5 to increase an already passing grade ($N = 16$)

Pro (Proficient): $s_{13} \geq 80\%$ - students who took E4 and/or E5 to increase an already excellent grade ($N = 14$)

Sat (Satisfied): students who were satisfied with their current score and elect to not take E4 and E5 ($N = 4$)

Table 2 shows the average score for $s_{13}$ for the different categories, as well as the average score $s_{14}$, which uses the best 3 scores from exams 1 through 4, and the average score $s_{15}$, which uses the best 3 scores from exams 1 through 5. We observe that the offering of multiple opportunities to take the exams impacts students differently. Students in categories Pro and Sat did not benefit significantly from exams E4 and E5, since their average score $s_{13}$ was already high. On the other hand, the other two groups (21 out of 39) benefited from the multiple exam offerings, by either achieving a passing score or by substantially improving their already passing scores.

We then examine more carefully the subset of $N = 24$ students who took all exams. We computed a paired $t$-test between scores on all pairs of exams, with results shown in Table 3. There was a statistically significant increase in scores between exam $E1$ and exams $E3$, $E4$, and $E5$. We conclude that one week of additional study time between $E1$ and $E2$ was not enough to significantly increase these students’ proficiency between these two exams. This is further supported by the fact that scores in exams $E3$ and $E5$ also increased significantly when compared to $E2$ and that the increase between $E4$ and $E2$ is borderline significant. Both exams $E4$ and $E5$, which can be viewed as re-takes of exams $E1$ and $E2$, benefited students. It should be noted that exam $E4$ was an outlier in difficulty, being harder than the other exams. Despite of this increased difficulty, students score statistically significantly better on $E4$ than $E1$.

In summary, the two additional exams ($E4$ and $E5$) enabled three of the $39$ students to go from a failing to passing grade on the exams and improved the grades of many students from borderline to excellent. To retain these benefits while reducing instructor workload, high performing students (Pro) may be prevented from taking $E4$ and $E5$.

5.3 Student perceptions on second chances

The open coding step of our qualitative analysis of student interviews resulted in 25 codes that were further summarized and grouped into three main themes: retake decision making, mental state and study habits. For each theme we provide evidence that support our conclusions that second chances indeed reduce stress/mental load/weight of exams in an intensive course (as stated in RQ2).

5.3.1 Retake decision making.

A large number of students consider that practice is very important for enhancing their knowledge, and the exam is considered a good place for practice, as it is challenging and contextual for them.

Students find it odd not to engage in a graded activity that their peers are participating in, and they are unsure of where to go when the exam is conducted in the lab where they have classes.

“So it’s kind of strange not to take the test. Everyone is doing it and I’m not doing anything else. So I wanted to do it.”

They also consider the grading system confusing and don’t have much confidence that they can truly opt out of such an activity.

“I made a mistake on a multiple-choice question, so I wanted to get the maximum grade and decided to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>s13</th>
<th>s14</th>
<th>s15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dev</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>8.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>9.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>8.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average scores for the Problem Solving questions in the exams computed by the end of Exams 3, 4 and 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>s13</th>
<th>s14</th>
<th>s15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dev</td>
<td>-0.97 (0.34)</td>
<td>-6.14 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
<td>-2.69 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>-4.78 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
<td>-1.93 (0.07)</td>
<td>-5.12 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>4.06 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
<td>-1.23 (0.23)</td>
<td>-5.74 (&lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>8.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: T-statistic and p-value for paired t-tests between scores for each pair of exams for students that took all exams (N = 24). Statistically significant results are in bold.

5.3.3 Study habits.
The students indicate that the study methods between the initial exam and the retake do not change, and the best approach they identified was to practice and complete all the exercises that are offered, including redoing quizzes and past exams.

“Before we take a quiz, we had the entire week to work on the handout for a certain topic. [...] And then I just tried to finish the entire handout before taking the quiz on Friday. If I didn’t do well on this quiz, it wasn’t even because of the content, but more because I got confused and did something wrong, it was simple, the content was not the problem.”

The students comment that the quiz helps pace their study and keep up with the material.

“Here at [redacted] we have much of the ‘learn-to-learn’ mentality and faculty encourage you to become self-taught. You must always be studying, always up-to-date with the subject matter because, otherwise, it will accumulate, and the faculty won’t always be pushing you to study. But with the quizzes, you’ll notice that you are always on track, there’s always a small test on the schedule, and you need to be studying.”

6 CONCLUSIONS
The use of second chances for quizzes and multiple attempts for exams had a positive effect on grades, with many students improving from almost failing to good-to-excellent grades. Quiz retakes in particular were seen as helpful to pace studying and help students to not fall behind. Having multiple attempts at exams allowed students to deal better with stress and anxiety when their grades were less than what they expected. However, this didn’t influence their mental state before the first chance. Students also didn’t change their study habits after the first exam. Struggling students seemed confident that more practice was necessary and studied more using the same methods, while ones that had better grades didn’t put much time into restudying.

Some directions for improvements discussed by students include automated feedback on code quality and a simpler grade system so that students can be more confident about skipping unneeded tests.
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